
WKTCS Minutes September 15th 2022 
 
Adopt Minutes 
Adopt Agenda 
 
Presidents report: 
- RSTBC seem to be getting more communication from them lately as summer rush for them has slowed 

down. 
 
- RV signs installed as a ‘project’ that the City of WK applied for with RSTBC and were granted a section 

57 for the project.  
 
- Fred still looking after maintenance of Smith Creek Outhouse 
 
Treasurers report: 

- Trying to get bank to send statements directly to our society mail box rather than Peter’s office 
 

- Grant application to City of WK almost complete. 
 

- Memberships about 250 
 
New Business: 

- Problem of how do we get more word out to generate more memberships 
 

- Directors- discussion of ‘mandatory’ attendance at trail days but decision was made that we would not 
do this.  

 
- Robin- Need to come up with a Mission statement for us to help direct efforts 

 
- Trail days- discussion regarding appointing a “Trail Day Boss” in charge of co-ordinating  

And executing the plan for the day, ensuring food, and communication for what needs to be done for 
the day, with alternative ideas in the event of rain/low numbers etc. For consideration- does that 
person need to be a board member or a club member-possible people to consider. 
 

- Classification of trails done by WKTCS but based on guidelines. Better to err on side of caution such 
that less experienced riders don’t get into potential difficulty. 
 

- Discussed ops plan to be ready for December 1st. Peter/Dylan/Jim/Clayton maybe others to meet to 
review ideas plan out ops idea. Also to discuss new climb trail from Talus Ridge. Also hiking/exploring 
are to look at possible routes and GPS layout to include in our submission of ops plan for initial work 
next year if possible.  

 
 

- AGM Scheduled for November 2nd 7pm-Robin to book same venue in Lakeview Heights. 
 
  


